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Abstract
The current situation is marked by a negative attitude of people towards politics and
division between them. The author shows how we can understand the nature and
origin of such a condition with the help of Rosa’s resonance theory and his theory of
action. Rosa interprets the modern situation as alienation between people and politics
and as a reaction of people to it. On this basis, the author explains the functioning of
the politics of fear. He shows that the foundation of the fight against the politics of
fear is to improve our relationships in terms of resonance. The author concludes that
Rosa’s theory is very useful for understanding the central social and political problem
of the modern world, the division between people and politics, which is also a major
problem for democracy. Therefore, discussing this theory, elaborating it, applying it
and developing it is very relevant and beneficial.
Key words: Hartmut Rosa, resonance, alienation, action theory, division between
people and politics, politics of fear
Introduction
In this article, I deal with Hartmut Rosa’s resonance theory and its explanatory
potential. I demonstrate its usefulness for understanding and for solving one of the
central problems of the modern world, the division and alienation between people and
politics. The term ‘politics’, as I use it here, refers to politicians, political institutions,
governments, authorities etc. This problem is political in the broad sense of the term,
but it has deeper origins which are of existential nature. The aim of this article is to
enlighten these origins. The manifestations of this problem are contemporary protests
of people against politics and populist anti-democratic movements that threaten liberal
democracy. They are worldwide phenomenon. In this context, the politics of fear
plays an important role. I explain it using the theory of the contemporary German
sociologist Hartmut Rosa, which has aroused great interest in recent years (Peters,
Schulz, 2017; Kladen, Schussler, 2017; Wils, 2019; Rosa, Henning, 2019; Laube,
2018; Rosenstock, 2018; Klun, 2020; Hubner, 2021; Zalec, 2021a; 2021b). I explain
the origin, character, and the function(ing) of the mentioned phenomena in terms of
alienation, lack of resonance, and the fear of losing it.
At the beginning, I briefly present the general features and components of Rosa’s
resonance theory, only to the extent necessary for the purposes of the paper. In this
respect the notions of resonance and alienation, which is the "other" of resonance
(Rosa, 2019c: 178), are very important. Resonance and alienation are central
categories of Rosa’s theory of our relationship to the world. Another pair of important
concepts are desire and fear. They are the basis of his theory of action, which plays a
key role in my explanations.
The structure of the article is as follows. In the first part I present the general features
and components of Rosa' theory. In the major part I present his understanding of
contemporary societal division and crisis of democracy. I explain the nature of the
division between politics and people, which makes it possible to understand the
conflicts and protests that characterize the modern situation worldwide.
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General essential features of (theory of) resonance
Let us now briefly explain the concept of resonance as it is explained in Rosa’s
resonance theory (Rosa, 2016; 2019a; 2019b; 2019c; 2019d; Zalec, 2021a, 143ff;
2021b). Rosa understands resonance as a relationship with the world in various
dimensions. It is a reciprocal, two-sided relationship, which means that resonance
requires both a passive, pathic, and an active, acting participation of both sides or
participants in resonance. It has four essential characteristics (Rosa, 2019b: 196): 1.
affection (Ger. Affizierung); 2. self-efficacy (Ger. Selbstwirksamkeit); 3.
transformation (Ger. Transformation); 4. unavailability or inaccessibility (Ger.
Unverfügbarkeit) (Rosa, 2019d). In order for a resonance relationship to occur, both
sides in a relationship – not just one of them - must have all four characteristics. From
what has been said it is clear that responsiveness and inwardness are integral parts of
resonance.
The “other” of resonance is alienation (Rosa, 2019c: 178), which is a “relationship” of
indifference or even hostility. To the subject, object or world appears as dumb, deaf,
unresponsive, as bare available material, and so on. It is a dead relationship, a
“relation of relationlessness.” (Jaeggi, 2014: 3-50; Rosa, 2019c: 27, 178, 184)
We are in resonance with someone if something in this relationship touches them and
me, if I affect them and they affect me, and if this relationship more or less changes us
both. The resonance relation cannot be controlled and arbitrarily produced (Rosa,
2018: 2019d), we do not have it at our disposal. The engineering of resonance is not
possible. An example of the resonant relationship is love, and resonance is an
essential part also for faith. I repeat, it is very important from the ethical and moral
point of view that resonance is a two-way relationship: one cannot resonate on their
own, the other side must also be active. Just like one cannot clap with only one hand.
Resonance is not listening to one's own echo or monologue with oneself, but it is a
contact and relationship with objective reality, with the real world. Resonance implies
a real relationship with the world, a realistic stance. In resonance we do not listen to
ourselves and to our projection of the world. Resonance is like dialogue, dialogue
with the world, which goes in both directions, when the other or the world actually
speaks with its voice and that voice reaches us. In fact, dialogue is an example or a
form of resonance (Rosa, 2019a: 22; Zalec, 2021a: 145). The key conditions of
dialogue and the constituents of true dialogue are equality, empathy, and freedom.
(Yankelovich, 2001: 41-44) Dialogue must be in principle free of any obligations or
objectives, e.g. reaching a consensus. This is especially evident in very difficult and
complicated situations, when the only way to start solving the problem is to get rid of
all the goals and honestly say, “Let’s leave everything else for once, and just try to
understand each other’s situation as much as humanly possible. Nothing else, no other
obligations.” I can also mention the absence of taboos and the disclosure of
assumptions and central positions of the participants (ibid.: 44).
Suppressing resonance and depriving others of resonance is always paid for with the
quality of our own lives. The ideal of resonance therefore, as such, includes
motivation for moral behaviour, because in order for me to be in resonance, others
must be in resonance too. (Rosa, 2019b: 207) This motivational potential of resonance
for the one who is aware of how it works is very important, because even bright ideals
for which we cannot answer what a person gains or loses if they don’t respect them,
they remain just a dead letter. Past and present experiences teach us about this. In
addition, resonance can serve us as a compass in otherwise unsolvable moral
dilemmas, and as an ideal that grounds our morality. (Rosa, 2019b: 206-207)
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The origins of the contemporary crisis of democracy in the light of Rosa’s theory
of resonance
In this section, I present Rosa’s understanding of the contemporary political situation
in “our” late modernity. We can proceed from the fact that everywhere in the world
we can observe a great division between people and politics, i.e. politicians,
authorities, government, political institutions, etc. We can say that the modern world
in this respect is characterized by great alienation between people and politics. The
typical attitudes of people regarding politics in such a situation are either cynical
ridicule or anger and loud shouting against politics, which is getting louder and louder
at protests all over the world. The anger of people over such a division and the current
political situation can be better and more deeply understood theoretically if we apply
Rosa's theory of resonance and the theory of action based on it.
Our elementary relationships to the world according to Rosa are desire and fear. The
things or the world appears to us as attractive (desire) or as repulsive (fear). Desire
and fear are subjective aspects. Their objective correlates - aspects of the world - are
attraction and repulsion. (Rosa, 2019c: 111) According to Rosa's theory of action the
main drives of human beings are their searching for the oases of resonance and
avoidance of the deserts of alienation. (Ibid., 114: 117)
If we apply this theory to the described situation of division and alienation between
people and politics, we can say that those who shout want primarily to be heard, they
are essentially protesting and shouting against the state of alienation. People feel
alienated not only in terms of economic participation and decisions but also in terms
of politics. These reactions are manifestations of people’s feeling that there is no
resonance between people and government, between people and politicians. In fact,
they are not shouting against any particular political subject, but against the situation
we are in, against the petrified structures, against the unresponsiveness of the sociopolitical world. If their anger is directed against concrete politicians, parties,
government, etc. it is because they are perceived as representatives of such a state. But
in fact today it is no longer a real question the question of political orientation, for
example left or right. This was typical of the mid-20th century. Today people are
(increasingly) aware that the problem is not in this or that particular political agent or
orientation. Experience and observation can teach them this, as they see that all
political subjects act very similarly when they find themselves in this or that situation,
regardless of their political colours. For example, when they find themselves in the
government position, they act very similarly. Such acting is justified by politicians on
the pretext that there are “no alternatives” (this slogan was made famous by Margaret
Thatcher when she advocated her free-market policies), as certain structural
adjustments or reforms are simply necessary. (Rosa, 2019c: 224) For example, we are
all against unemployment, but if necessary, the measures that cause it are taken by
both left-wing and right-wing governments, saying that otherwise the economy will
not survive. (Ladwig, 2006: 111; Rosa, 2019c: 224) The same goes for the ecological
problems, education, health care, social services, etc.
What are the origins of the mentioned alienation between people and politics? As one
important factor, Rosa mentions general social acceleration. There is no time for
making decisions in a democratic way. This brings the feeling of doubtfulness about
the perspective of the idea of political management of social developments because
the lack of time causes that politicians wander confusedly through changes, politics is
behind the social and other changes, and if it has already taken decisions, they are
anachronistic because the pace of political decision-making cannot keep pace with
changes. The result is that politics is no longer an agent dictating social developments
and their pace. (Rosa, 2019c: 222-223)
The main explanation that Rosa gives of the division between people and politics is in
terms of double loss of resonance. (Rosa, 2019c: 224) Rosa finds the double loss of
resonance as the best explanation of the current state of division. The first loss is the
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deficit of self-efficacy. Politicians don’t listen to us anyway. What we feel, want, and
need means nothing to them and to their policies. This is what many people feel, and
this is a paradigmatic expression of one side of the loss of resonance. This clearly
indicates a certain deficit on the self-efficacy side of the resonance wire. The second
loss is the deficit of one’s own affection. Political programs can afford not to touch
citizens. They can afford this to the extent that they are presented and understood,
interpreted as necessary structural adjustments or policies constrained by reality. The
discourse of “no alternative” is used, as already mentioned. Thus, citizens feel that
their demands are not heard. They feel as powerless individuals alienated not only
from economic but also from political participation and decisions. They find the
socio-political world unresponsive. Therefore, people’s demands for resonance are not
primarily focused on "out of touch" politicians (or, if they are, only on them as
deputies, representatives, vicariously), but on petrified relations of the social world,
which can no longer be adaptively transformed. The empowered political subject, as
one of the fundamental promises of modernity, is being increasingly replaced by a
powerless individual who feels alienated not only economically, but also politically.
The shouting protesters are primarily and foremost interested in being perceived and
recognized as political subjects with their own voice, and not some political party (left
or right etc.) option. The specific political goals they are fighting for or declaring as
their own are often contingent. What primarily unites these protesters is by no means
a political program. (Ibid.: 223) The front line of civil society does not run between
the left and the right, between religiosity and secularism (Nguyen, Valcova et al.,
2020), between environmentalists and technicians (Nguyen, Truong et al., 2020;
Ambrosy et al., 2020), but between citizens and politics. (Ibid.: 223-224)
Such a situation is favourable for generating phenomena that Rosa calls empty
resonance waves. The phenomena are not genuine resonance, but confinement in the
chamber of one's own echo. What Rosa has here in mind includes the mass protests
against politics that are happening all over the world. As I have already explained,
these protests are a sign and expression of alienation between people and politics.
However, according to Rosa, they are not resonance between two sides, but a
"monologue" or listening to oneself. Rosa believes that these protests cannot bring
about necessary social transformations. (Ibid.: 224-225) There are several reasons for
this. We have already mentioned one thing: these protests do not create resonance
between societal subjects. Rosa notes that the more intense the protests, the less
resonant they are. Second, they are not democratic. The square is not identical to
people. On the protests many voices are not heard. So, we can say that the mentioned
protests do not bring an improvement of resonance in the society. For the necessary
changes, however, this is exactly what is needed, the improvement of relationships in
terms of resonance. These protests, these waves of empty resonance, are relatively
easy to generate in today’s digitally interconnected world. But they are, in Rosa’s
view, merely an expression of anger and rage against the current situation. In this way
we can make our voice heard, but we will not come to any genuine political collective
action, no genuine experience of political self-efficacy and thus to no true collective
transformation. At most, we can stop a political project or overthrow an individual or
a political regime.
Rosa believes that because of the alienation between people and politics, saying that
we have entered a post-democratic age might be correct. In addition to the already
mentioned attitudes towards politics, cynical ridicule or furious shouting, it is
characteristic of that era that voting in elections loses its meaning, both objectively
and subjectively. Objectively in the sense of a declining voter turnout, and
subjectively in the sense that both voters and non-voters increasingly feel that it does
not matter who they vote for. Thus, instead of voting, cynical ridicule and loud
shouting (at protests) are increasingly becoming the predominant manifestations of
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the political voice. Rosa stresses that cynical laughter and shouting against are not
only undemocratic, or at least non-democratic, forms of expression, but are also
indicators of a repulsive attitude and mode of relation showing that the resonance wire
between citizens is mute. (Rosa, 2019c: 222) He notes that everywhere in the world,
regardless of the democratic, semi-democratic, or autocratic nature of a given regime,
we can observe a similar division between the people and the government.
Everywhere we find people shouting against an "alienated" government, which often
reacts to them with repulsion and even violence. (Ibid.: 223)
However, Rosa also draws attention to the phenomena that herald a new democratic
era. In this sense, he mentions “innovative democratic institutions” that are truly
capable of creating spaces of political resonance. These are forms of cooperation and
collaboration that are still in development. In this regard, Rosa mentions sharing
economy, transition towns, new creative communities and cooperatives, cases where
people reappropriate institutions of energy supply and infrastructure, which as a
community they buy back (from the private market). (Ibid.: 225)
Politics of fear
A very important feature of our time and situation is politics of fear. Let me now
briefly explain – by using Rosa’s theory - how it functions. As we saw, the man of
late modernity is afraid because they are afraid of losing resonance. But they don't
know exactly what they are afraid of. Then someone comes and shows them a certain
“object” and says: “This is what you are afraid of,” and make a “promise”: “If we get
rid of these objects, you will no longer be afraid, your fear and anxiety will
disappear.” And many people buy this. Such objects can be called scapegoats of fear.
The politics of fear exploits such scapegoats. This is very practical and effective for
populist politicians, as there are many people who like simple and comprehensive
explanations.
The scapegoats of the politics of fear can be very different, there are no principled
restrictions for them. They are used by all parties in a political conflict. They use
different entities in the same environment as scapegoats. These can be migrants,
LGBT, the current government, religious communities or churches, ethnic groups,
political parties, movements, groups, organizations, individual politicians, etc. In his
works, René Girard points to some qualities of individuals or groups that are positive
factors of their becoming scapegoats (Girard, 1986: 12-23; Palaver, 2013: 135-150),
but there are no principled criteria for becoming a scapegoat or a target of politics of
fear. Things depend very much on particular situations and concrete context. In any
case, the situation of a social or cultural crisis is very favourable and stimulating for
scapegoating, as Girard has already noted (Girard, 1986: 12ff), and the politics of fear.
The proliferation of fear politics is very harmful and dangerous. We can only limit it
if we reduce people's fear (of losing resonance). In this regard, Rosas’s theory can
help freeing one from fear. Rosa's project of freeing man frees them internally and
externally. Internally by helping them realize what their real fears are, what they
really fear, and externally by trying to weed out the social factors that are the negative
factors of stable resonance axes and increase and reinforce their positive factors. It is
important to realize that Rosa constantly emphasizes that resonance is precarious in
nature, that resonances are fleshes in the world of alienation. (Rosa, 2019c: 185;
Laube, 2018: 366) Therefore, Rosa does not think that permanent resonance is
possible in this world. What can be permanent, however, is the disposition for
resonance and the factors and conditions that allow this disposition in humans to
develop and strengthen. These dispositions are necessary for stable axes of resonance
to be available to man. These two can be influenced by the formation of society and
therefore resonance theory can be social theory. (Laube, 2018: 367-368; Susen, 2020)
Resonance itself, however, is not available and cannot be controlled. Resonance
engineering is not possible. (Rosa, 2019d)
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The political potential of resonance and the danger of political abuse of human
longing for it
According to Rosa, the demand for resonance can be understood as the driving force
behind communitarian and perhaps even modern convivalist movements. The same
can be said for the 1968 protests and the environmental movement, which became
particularly palpable in the radical atmosphere of the late 1960s and early 1970s.
Revolt of that time was first and foremost an aesthetic and musical revolution that
drew its strength largely from the “musicalization of politics and the politicization of
music”. The transformative political power of rock music was again manifested in
political and civic movements in the coming decades. (Rosa, 2019c: 222) Even today,
authoritarian and totalitarian rulers have good reason to fear and persecute this music
because pro-democratic forces want to use it as a weapon. Nevertheless, Rosa notes
that, at least in the West, faith in pop and rock music as a political transformational
force to revolutionize our collective attitude toward the world is largely dead. Pop
culture has become predominantly non-political. (Ibid.: 221-222)
Rosa's resonant concept of politics and democracy moves between the associative (H.
Arendt) and the dissociative (C. Schmitt) concept:
“With its emphasis on contradiction, viscerality, and diversity of voices,
resonance theory tends toward the dissociative view, yet with its notion of
sounding together, of moving responsive relationships, it also embraces
the associative, republican vision of common action and the productive
adaptive transformation of public spheres and institutions” (ibid.: 219).
Rosa advocates a “politics of resonance” (ibid.: 458), but also warns of the danger that
misusing of the human longing for political resonance represents to recognition and
protection of difference and diversity. He finds that the line between a genuine
response that not only allows but requires opposition, and the identitarian concept of
“resonance” as echo is very thin. This danger is illustrated by the history of fascism
and especially German Nazism. (Ibid.: 219ff) According to Rosa, there is no doubt
that one of the reasons for the political success of fascism, and especially Nazism, is
that they knew how to exploit the longing for resonance, which strongly permeates
man and is deeply rooted in him. (Landweer, 2019: 61ff) They have created in people
a sense that politics is responding again to ordinary citizens. These movements
literally caused the world to vibrate and resonate, resound. With their parades, songs,
rituals, steps, etc. the Nazis staged a huge spectacle of resonance that touched people
directly and “viscerally”. (Rosa, 2019c: 219) In the sphere of identitarian resonance,
the "unity of the people" was literally staged. (Ibid.: 220)
The importance of resonance politics
The discussion in this paper shows how important resonance is from the political
point of view and that without resonance theory we cannot understand the modern
division between people and politics. (Taylor, 2019: 75ff) We can see what problems
the absence of resonance causes. People long for resonant relationships in politics.
Otherwise, they are dissatisfied and this dissatisfaction manifests itself either as a
cynical and ridiculous attitude towards politics or as a loud shout against politics.
Both threaten democracy and a certain degree of resonance is essential for the
functioning of democracy. Therefore, cultivating the policy of resonance is necessary
if we want to live in a democracy of “happy” citizens, even if this cultivation is not
without danger, as people's longing for political resonance can be abused, as the
examples of fascism and Nazism show. However, we need to be aware that this need
exists in people and they try to satisfy it. If it cannot be satisfied by democratic
political agents, non-democratic political actors will take advantage of it. This is
exactly what is happening all over the world today in the form of various populist
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anti-democratic movements. Therefore, the solution to democracy is not in the "fear"
of resonance, but in cultivating genuine resonance in the political sphere. Therefore,
this effort can serve as a benchmark to distinguish true democrats from non-democrats
or fake democrats.
Because resonance is necessary for democracy and real participation in politics, it is
also very important for good life of people, for their happiness (Zalec, Pavlikova,
2019a; 2019b). Modern empirical research confirms the findings of Hannah Arendt on
the importance of political participation for human satisfaction. They provide
evidence that there is a direct correlation between people's satisfaction with their lives
and their ability to participate in democratic politics. (Rosa, 2019c: 219) It is not so
much the individual's satisfaction with the results of participation that is important,
but rather that they are involved in the political process. Rosa quotes Swiss economist
Bruno S. Frey, who wrote that the people of countries with widespread democracies
are fundamentally more satisfied with their lives than those who live under the same
conditions, but in undemocratic societies. (Ibid.) Democracy and political
participation therefore have a significant impact on people's quality of life, both of
which presuppose resonance.
Conclusion
Rousseau distinguished between the collective and the general will. The collective
will is the opportune matching of individual wills that are matched or connected for
their own interests. The common will, however, focuses on the common good.
Neglecting the common will and relying solely on the achievement of the collective
will, can cost societies dearly in the form of their disintegration, which manifests itself
in ever greater and sharper conflicts and polarizations. Besides growing polarization
of societies, also the environmental problems, mental health problems (depression,
burnout), consumerism, and more, show that we need an alternative to the current
situation. Rosa argues that the root of all these problems lies in the lack of proper
relationships. He offers an integral resonance model as an alternative. Resonant
relationships are the central and fundamental common good that we must achieve in
order to overcome our most burning problems. I find his proposal very promising. It
really touches the nerve and roots of the mentioned issues. In the article I explained on the example of crisis of democracy - why I think so. Despite the differences among
us, most of us feel and think, just on intuitive and everyday empirical basis, or for
more theoretically elaborated reasons, that something is wrong. I think Rosa’s theory
describes and interprets very well what is wrong, what really bothers us, enlightens
the main origins of the crisis, and outlines what is basically the right way of coping
with the problems. This is I think, besides the enormous interest it has aroused
between scientists, and in broader circles, a very good reason to discuss about his
proposal/theory, to elaborate, extend and apply it.
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